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As heavy ions we~e accele~ted and ext~acted f~om 

Satu~e, it is evident that N7+ o~ Ne10+ can be 

p~oduced f~om C~yebis. 

4.108cha~ges of N7+ we~e accele~ted, the C~yebis 

sou~ce p~oviding 3.109cha~ges. The ove~all efficieney 

(12,5%)is quite satisfacto~y and shows that the 

optical qualities a~e g~eat. As a compa~ison,the 

efficiency is usually 3% and fu~the~mo~e the ~esults 

could be imp~oved by a facto~ of two if we inc~ease 

the beam ene~gy at the ent~ance of the Linac. 

In this pape~, the th~ee yea~s wo~k pe~fonTIed on 

C~yebis is not detailed but the impo~tance : 

a) Of the elect~on beam comp~ession and 

b) - Of the injected low cha~ge state ion beam 

quality 

is pointed out. 

Expe~mental and theo~etical ~esults will be 

discussed. These two main pa~ete~s a~e unde~ study 

fo~ Dione, the new c~yogenic EElS, unde~ 

const~uction. 

ELECTRON BEAM DENSITY - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS -

The elect~on gun cathode diamete~ was p~eviously 

36 mm. The magnetic flux th~ough the cathode is a 

detenTIinant pa~ete~. The~efo~e the magnetic field in 

the cathode ~egion had to be adjusted in the ~nge of 

+ 0.1 G. and the heating cu~~ent of the cathode to be 

inte~~upted du~ing elect~on emission. The stability 

and the ~eliability of the sou~ce was ve~y poo~. 

Fi~st,a 7 mm diamete~ cathode elect~on gun was set 

up in C~yebis. The tuning became easie~ but the 

comp~ession of the new gun was too la~ge (-50) and the 

elect~on beam quality was still found insufficient 

20% of the beam was lost on the anode. 

As theo~etical calculations allowed to show that 

st~ong comp~ession guns do not lead to lamina~ beams, 

a new elect~on gun with a 4 mm diamete~ cathode 

was studied : lowe~ comp~ession (16) lowe~ pe~veance 

(3.710-7 ). Expe~imental ~esults a~e encou~ging 

- measu~ements of bette~ cu~~ent density p~ofiles 

close~ to the unifo~ dist~ibution than with a 7 mm 

cathode as shown in Fig.1 
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Fig.1 - !1eaSUl"ement of Elect~on beam p~ofiles 

fo~ seve~l axial positions 

- "pe~fect beam t~ansmission th~ough the d~ft 

tubes f~om the gun up to the collecto~ (99,99%) 

- yet ~thel" low appa~ent cu~~ent density (given 

by the compal"ison of the chal"ge states evolution with 

compute~ calculation) in the l"ange of 100 A/cm2instead 

of the 1000 A/cm2expected value. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS -

Measu~ements made on C~yebis du~ing Feb~ua~y and 

!1a~ch 1984 a~e summa~ized in the following table: 

Ions 

Azote 

Ca~bone 

Neon 

A~gon 

Total 

Intensity 

cha~ges) 

5.6109 

5.2 109 

3.? 109 

3.109 

Ion (cha~ges) 

3.5 109 (N7+) 

3.8 109 (C6+) 

1 .109 (Ne10+) 

3.107 (A~18+) 

],3 108 (A~l?+) 

1.1 109 (A~16+) 

etc ••. 

Confinement 

time (ms) 

150 

150 

180 

180 

Ion beam no~alised emittance was measu~ed a~ound 

1 o~ 2.10-7m.~ and does not seem to have changed unde~ 

p~esent conditions. 
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The electpon beam cuppent density is about 150 

A/cm2with no special behavioup of Apgon. AccoPding to 

the cathode magnetic flux we should get 1500 A/cm~ 

As the confinement time T is known, the pelative 

chapge states aboundance allow us to estimate JT and 

then the "appapent" cuppent density J. 

Figupe 2 shows that the density is decpeasing 

when injected ions intensity incpeases. This will be 

discussed fupthep. But, a fipst explanation may be the 

poOP adaptation between electpon and ion beams : one 

papt of the ions is not tPapped coppectly by the 

electpon beam which is distupbed by ions oscillations. 

Fig.2 Appapent electponic density vepsus 

neutpalisation 

ELECTRON BEAM DENSITY - IMPROVEMENTS IN THE FUTURE 

Suppose that a 10.000 A/~2electpon density is 

pequiped, that is, about a 0.1 mm diametep beam fop 1A 

intensity. The electpostatic comppession inside 

electpon gun will be followed by magnetic comppession 

up to high intensity magnetic field (3 op 6 T). 

Calculations pepfo~ed so fap show that : 

a) - The electpostatic comppession has to be 

limited in opdep to get a laminap bRam with unifo~ 

density. If C is the comppession factop defined as : 

Ce =(:; r 
it has to be lowep than 4. Ce:S 4 

pk cathode padius 

pf beam padius aftep electpostatic comppession. 

i.e. initial beam padius at 1500 G befope 

magnetic comppession. 

b) - If the magnetic comppession stapts fpom a 

too low magnetic field value, it occUPS without good 

adiabaticityand then the beam scallops. So we impose a 

minimum B value of 1500 G. 
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Fig.3 - Magnetic comppession compapison between 245 G 

and 1000 G fop a 0.5A;20 kv electpon gun 

Hence, the magnetic comppession 

C = (Bmax)2 equals 1600 undep these conditions 
M • Bmin 

B m~n 1500 G in the gun field matching coil 

B max = 6 T in the cpyogenic solenoid 

THE NEW ELECTRON GUN COMPROMIZE FOR DIONE -

[CM= 1600 J 

The cathode padius and the cathode anode voltage 

ape the cathode-anode pemaining papameteps of the 

electpon gun. 

Figupe 4 shows the vapiation of p vepsus B min 

fop diffepent cathode-anode voltages values. 
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Fig.4 - 1 A electpon gun 

The following papameteps will be adequate fop the 

futupe vepsion of the electPOn gun : 

_ 2 mm cathode aiQ1lleteT' 

- 30 kV anode voltage, 

- 1 A intensity. 

The pequiped emission density becomes 30 A/cm2 

leading to use LaB6 as an emissive matepial. 
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LOW CHARGE STATE IONS INJECTION -

This injection ppocess has been ppeviously 

descpibed /1/. The existing set up behavioup is not 

satisfactopy. As said befope, the "appapent" electpon 

beam density does not peach the expected value and 

decpeases when the injected ions quantity incpeases. 

It seems to exist a mechanism of continuous feeding in 

low chapge states ions duping the confinement time. 

We can suspect two main peasons : 

- optical : the injected ion beam emittance is too 

lapge (C>10-7noPm.m.pd) op thepe is a misalignment 

between the electpon beam and the ion beam. 

- Physical : - It exists a distpibution of sevepal 

chapge states which ape simultaneously injected 

(diffepent gYPation Padii and diffepential tpapping 

time in the electpon beam). 

- Ppesence of a pesidual gas in the 

soupce. This is papticulaply tpue in the case of 

species mope difficult to pump, the neon fop instance. 

A 0.1% pesidual density with pegaPds to the initial 

density of injected ions in the electpon beam can 

peduce by half the pPoduction of completely stpipped 

ions accopding to the calculation models. 

Thepefope it seems necessapy to get a bettep 

ppocess of injection fpom the extepnal soupce in 

quantity as well as in quality. This not only to 

obtain a "cZeanep" and mope peliable opepation, a mope 

vepsatile use when the ion species is changed, but 

also in hopes of imppoving the electpon beam density 

and thepefope the pepfomances of the soupce : the 

yield in completely stpipped ions. 
Consequently, we will take fop DIONE the following 

options : 

- cpyogenic pumping on the extepnal soupce 

injection line.(in addition to the supep!Zuid liquid 

helium cpyopumping system of Dione itself). This in 

opdep not to pollute the Ebis soupce itself and to 

avoid having to wapm it up to the ambient 

tempepatupe. 

- getting a bettep emittance in imppoving the 

extpaction and the optical line of the beam coming 

fpom the extepnal soupce (E.S.) (the ppesent 

conditions ape not optimum because of the lack of 

means and time) 

in incpeasing the extpaction 

enepgy of the E.S. ion beam. 

in focusing the ion beam neapep fpom 

the E.S.; bettep optics in genepal . 

. in studying extepnal soupces with 

good emittance (Themoionic solid emission soupces, 

multicups ion soupces). 

- magnetic selection of chapge states. 

SUMMARY -

As a conclusion, fop Dione, papticulap effopts will 

be devoted to : 

- the electpon gun 

emissive cathode, 

new technology of stpongly 

- the extepnal soupce : beam bpightness and capeful 

adaptation in pegaPds with the dipection and the 

acceptance of the electpon beam. 

DIONE CHARACTPPISTICS - C"yostat - Winding -

Maximum field ................... 6 teslas 

Nominal cuppent .•.......•....•.. 

Length + 1% field ••••.••••.••..• 

Winding length •••..•••••••..••.. 

Intepiop diametep of winding .... 

Stoped enepgy ......•..........•. 

Ovepall length ..•.•••••.•..•.•.. 

Extepiop diametep ••••••••.•••.•. 

145 

1 M 

1.248 

93 m 

198.8 

1.954 

0.556 

A 

m 

kJ 

m 

m 

Weight ......••••...••.....• about 1.100 kG 

Sepapate vacuum peg ions fop supepconductop and electpon 

beam mand pe l : 

- intepiop diametep 80 177m 

- stpaightness .................. 10 J-tm 

Helium consumption : one 500 l dewap pep week 

DION!': - OPTIONS -

Magnetic field 6 Teslas 

unii'oPm 
Electpon gun 30 kV; 1 A 

Comppession< 20 

Injection : ExtePnal soupce 

DIONE - (JPJECTIVES -

1- Completely stpipped ions up to Ap 18+ 
2- Confinement time of the oPdep of 10 ms op less 

up to Ne 10+ 

3- Of the opdep of 1011chapges pep pulse 

4- Fop heaviep ions, the highest chapge state 

possible, consistent with the pesults obtained 

on Cpyebis and with peliable technology. 
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